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Basic Music Theory takes you through the sometimes confusing world of written music with a clear, concise style that is at times funny and always friendly. The book is written by an experienced teacher using
methods refined over more than ten years in his private teaching studio and in schools. --from publisher description.
Vols. for 1957-61 include an additional (mid-January) no. called Directory issue, 1st-5th ed. The 6th ed. was published as the Dec. 1961 issue.
The Edexcel A Level Music Revision Guide presents all of the key information you will need to know for the written exam (Component 3 – Appraising) of the 2016 A Level specification - For exams 2018
onwards. It includes: - The most important facts about each of the A Level set works - Extensive practice for the main essay question in the exam (Section B, essay 2), including sample answers and ‘examiner’s
points’ - Top tips for preparing for the exam - A guide to the terminology you will need to know, to help you prepare for questions on the set works and ‘unfamiliar’ works
Listening Tests for Students, Edexcel AS Music Specification (Book 2)
Rhinegold Guide to Music Education
A Performer's Guide to Music of the Baroque Period
Harmony Theory
Writing about Music Workbook
In this introduction to natural-base music theory, Ernst Levy presents the essentials of a comprehensive, consistent theory of harmony developed from tone
structure. A Theory of Harmony is a highly original explanation of the harmonic language of the last few centuries, showing the way toward an understanding of
diverse styles of music. Basic harmony texts exist, but none supply help to students seeking threads of logic in the field. In a text abundantly illustrated with
musical examples, Levy makes clear the few principles that illuminate the natural forces in harmony. He shows that general principles can be successfully
extracted from the wealth of examples. This book actually provides a theory of harmony. One of the major musical minds of the twentieth century, Ernst Levy
was born in Basel, Switzerland, in 1895. His musical career spanned more than seven decades, from his first public piano performance at age six. A naturalized
U.S. citizen, he lived here from 1941 to 1966, teaching at the New England Conservatory, the University of Chicago, Bennington College, the Massachusetts
institute of Technology, and Brooklyn College. After his retirement, Levy returned to Switzerland where he continued to compose until his death in 1981. He was
an enormously productive composer, with hundreds of works to his credit including symphonies, string quartets, songs in English, French, and German, and
music for solo instruments and small ensembles. His piano recordings, particularly of the last Beethoven sonatas and the Liszt sonata, have become collectors'
items. He thought of himself as a successor to Reimann, immediately, and Rameau, more remotely.
Performances of 270 examples of music which illustrate principles of harmony discussed in book.
Johann Sebastian Bach’s chorale settings have been vital to the teaching of music ever since they were composed, and this comprehensive Course provides a
thorough re-appraisal of this inspiring music. In matching HARMONY closely to TEXTURE, it is founded entirely on the composer's own procedures. Each Chapter
builds on the work of previous ones, so that the student is taken from the simplest harmonizations of single phrases through to the most complex settings of
complete chorale melodies employing the full range of Bach’s harmonic resources. The materials are complemented at every stage by focused exercises using
Bach's music as relevant exemplars. This book provides the keen student with practical working insights into the basics of harmony and counterpoint, and these
insights can then be adapted and applied to music in other styles and genres. This edition is presented in American English and American musical terminology. It
complements the printed edition which uses British English and British musical terminology.
A Student's Guide to A2 Music for the Edexcel Specification
Listening Tests for Students, Edexcel A5 Music Specification
Elementary Harmony
Harmonic Practice in Tonal Music
Edexcel A Level Music Revision Guide

The Edexcel AS Level Music Revision Guide presents all the key information you will need to know for the written exam (Component 3 – Appraising) of the 2016 AS Level specification – For
exams 2017 onwards. It includes the most important facts about each of the AS Level set works, extensive practice for the main essay question in the exam (Section B, essay 2), including
sample answers and ‘examiner’s points’ and a guide to the terminology you will need to know, to help you prepare for questions on the set and ‘unfamiliar’ works. Clear and concise, this is
the perfect preparation for any student taking the Edexcel AS Level Music exams.
The A Level Music Harmony Workbook 1 provides a firm foundation for all students embarking on a study of harmony. Assuming very little prior knowledge, it guides you through topics such
as intervals, chord construction, cadences, harmonic progressions, part-writing and figured bass. Activities are provided throughout the book to help you learn and practise the skills you are
acquiring. This book is a thoroughly revised edition of the AS Music Harmony Workbook (2008), updated to meet the requirements of the 2016 A Level Music specifications for all exam
boards. Follow on with A Level Music Harmony Workbook 2 to learn how to apply your knowledge to a wide range of tasks, including the harmonisation of chorales in the style of J S Bach.
Suitable for exam boards: Edexcel, AQA, OCR, WJEC The Writing about Music Workbook will develop students' skills in writing about music for AS, A2 and undergraduate level. Exercises
appear at every stage to challenge and provide examination practice for students. These range from naming musical features and spotting grammatical errors to devising essay plans and
analysing sample answers. Beginning with fundamental writing requirements, this workbook moves the student on to describing the features of a musical work, as well as how to make
comparisons and contrasts between specified pieces. There is advice on how to approach research, what to retain and reject, and how to structure an essay. Detailed, analytical and
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dissertation-style essays are addressed, as well as writing programme notes. The Writing About Music Workbook promotes the development of skills which will be of use in many areas of
academic life: collecting information, selecting relevant material, presenting arguments for and against particular propositions, and expressing ideas effectively and correctly in English.
"Wightman has achieved just the right tone, with very clear explanations... I would feel confident giving it to pupils to read in their own time, as it’s very easy for them to work from it, making it
a useful resource to reinforce the comments I write on their essays... I think it's probably one of the most genuinely useful books of its type." - Russell Millard, Head of Academic Music,
Charterhouse
The Practice of Harmony
A2 Music Harmony Workbook
A specially revised edition for electronic publication
Bach's Authentic Chorale Harmony - Workbook
Library of Congress Catalogs
With an emphasis on learning and understanding by doing, this workbook takes learners from music fundamentals through harmony in common practice to some of the more important harmonic procedures of
the 20th century. The approach is “additive” throughout, allowing readers to use what was learned in one chapter to help comprehension of the materials in the next. A four-part organization covers
foundations, the diatonic vocabulary, the chromatic vocabulary, and post-common practice harmony. For anyone looking for an easy-to-use book—and an understanding of—music theory.
The Edexcel A2 Music Study Guide, 5th Edition, presents all the key information that you will need to know for your Edexcel A2 Music course - For exams from 2015 to 2017. Written in a clear and
approachable style by experienced teachers and examiners, this guide includes: - A detailed analysis of all the set works, providing a clear and concise outline of the key features of each work and its musical
context, with practice questions to help you check you have understood the information given - Advice on how to improve your analytical writing about music - Sample essay questions to use for practice Tips on how to hone your listening skills and develop your aural awareness - In-depth guidance on the requirements of the Composition and Technical Study unit, with information on genres, instrumentation
and how to develop your ideas - Advice on how to tackle Extended Performance - A comprehensive glossary explaining all the musical terms you will need to know. Author Paul Terry studied music at the
University of East Anglia and trained as a teacher at Cambridge University. Paul was an examiner for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music for nearly 30 years, and has been Chief Examiner in
Music for both OCSEB (now part of OCR) and Edexcel (for whom he pioneered the introduction of Music Technology as an A-level subject).
The directory of the classical music industry.
A2 Music Revision Guide
Edexcel AS Music Revision Guide
The Interplay of Physics and Music, Third Edition
Workbook for Tonal Harmony, with an Introduction to Twentieth-century Music
A Study of Origins and Tendencies
Presenting detailed bibliographic information on all aspects of harmony in music, with the broadest possible historical and stylistic palette, this work includes over 2,600 total citations. The
sources range from treatises, dissertations, and textbooks to journal articles and book reviews, and are cross-referenced and indexed. This is the most complete bibliographic reference guide
of its kind on harmony. Including harmony-related materials from the Baroque period through the present day, the work contains chapters devoted to book-length treatises and their related
citations, a general bibliography comprised mostly of journal articles, and an index. Of interest to music theory instructors, undergraduate and graduate students of music theory, and
researchers, this is the second in a series of music theory reference books; the first, Orchestration Theory: A Bibliography, was published by Greenwood Press in 1996. This work contains
chapters devoted to book-length treatises and their related citations, a general bibliography containing mostly journal articles, and an index, and includes harmony-related materials from the
Baroque period through the present day.
Edexcel AS and A Level Music Study Guide is a definitive study guide for the AS and A Level syllabuses, written for exams 2017/2018 onwards. This comprehensive guide: - supports all
components of the AS and A Level courses: Performing, Composing and Appraising - covers every set work in detail - provides guidance on the full list of composition briefs - includes tests
and practice essay questions - Sample pages are available to view here.
A2 Music Harmony WorkbookRhinegold Education
Theory and Practice
British and International Music Yearbook
AQA AS And A Level Music Study Guide (2016-17)
Harmony in Schubert
A Bibliography
This Edexcel AS Music Revision Guide is the perfect preparation for students taking AS Music exams – Designed for the 2016 exams. Written in a clear and
concise manner by an experienced examiner and teacher, it includes: - A summary of the musical terminology you’ll be expected to know for the exam - A succinct
revision section that presents all the key facts for each set work, broken down into individual segments on the elements of music - Sample essay questions, mark
schemes and answers - Helpful hints on how to improve your own written answers in the exam - A comprehensive glossary This guide will help you to understand
how the exam works, how questions are worded and what your examiners are looking for, giving you the edge you need to achieve a better grade.
Most books concerned with physics and music take an approach that puts physical theory before application. Consequently, these works tend to dampen aesthetic
fascination with preludes burdened by an overabundance of algebraic formulae. In Measured Tones: The Interplay of Physics and Music Third Edition, Ian
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Johnston a professor of astrophysics and a connoisseur of music, offers an informal historical approach that shows the evolution of both theory and application at
the intersection of physics and music. Exceptionally accessible, insightful, and now updated to consider modern technology and recent advances, the new edition
of this critically acclaimed and bestselling classic — Features a greater examination of psycho-acoustics and its role in the design of MP3s Includes expanded
information on the gamelan and other Asian percussion instruments Introduces detailed discussions of binary notation, digitization, and electronic manipulation
of music We believe that order exists, and we look for it. In that respect the aims of science and of music are identical—the desire to find harmony. And surely,
without that very human desire, science would be a cold and sterile undertaking. With myriad illustrations and historical anecdotes, this volume will delight those
student required to approach this topic from either a physics and music concentration, as well as anyone who is fascinated with concepts of harmony expressed in
nature, as well as in the instruments and composition of human expression’s purest form. A complementary website provides sound files, further reading, and
instructional support.
Exam boards: Edexcel, AQA, OCR This workbook builds on the AS Harmony Workbook and is designed to prepare students for the harmony and counterpoint tasks
in their A2 Music exams. It explores more advanced techniques and is written to provide a firm foundation for all students embarking on a study of harmony. The
chapters include: Chorales Baroque counterpoint String quartet Popular songs for the AQA, OCR and Edexcel specificationsDr Benham begins each topic by
carefully introducing any material that was not covered in the AS Music Harmony Workbook. Topics are illustrated with examples from a useful range of musical
styles. He then provides step-by-step guidance on the principal tasks required in A2 Music harmony tests. Each is dealt with in a progressive way, starting from
short and simple examples and including many tips, clear explanations of technical terminology and carefully-graded exercises for practice. Each chapter covers
some of the most widely offered harmony and counterpoint tasks for A2. It’s clearly set out, with step-by-step instructions as to how best to complete the tasks.
There is also an Index for quick reference. This workbook is more than just a set of exercises as it also includes helpful tips for the student, and is suitable for
both the current and the new A2 syllabus, with first examination in 2010. The A2 Music Harmony Workbook provides an invaluable and up-to-date resource for
students working on harmony assignments, and one that is specifically tailored to their study needs. Together with the AS Music Harmony Workbook, this forms a
thoroughly revised and expanded version of Hugh Benham’s highly successful earlier book, A Student’s Guide to Harmony and Counterpoint.
Elliott Carter's Late Music
Musical Courier
The High School
The Harmony of the World
Student's Guide to Music Tech. As, A2/Edex

Written by the Chair of Examiners for Edexcel GCE Music Technology and GCSE Music, this new edition of our Music Technology Study Guide is
designed for the first AS examination in June 2009 and the A2 examination in June 2010 and includes clear explanations of mark schemes and
requirements, including full guides to what the examiner is looking for and explanations of how your students can gain full marks. Special features
include how to use sequencing software to create MIDI files and integrate live recordings, a guide to popular music styles since 1910, information about
production techniques, MIDI, processing and effects, a guide to the variety of recording equipment and how to use it, full explanations of detailed
recording techniques for common instruments and guides to composing music for film and television. This Study Guide also will allow your students to
discover what to expect in the exam: What they need to know, how to answer the questions and how to present their answers.
Suitable for exam boards: Edexcel, AQA, OCR, WJEC. The AS Music Literacy Workbook is designed to develop students’ notational skills to the level
necessary to succeed in their AS studies and beyond. With an emphasis on learning by doing, this workbook explains the notation of a wide variety of
instrumental techniques and includes a whole chapter devoted to score reading, with numerous exercises encouraging students to cross-reference their
knowledge. Author Rebecca Berkley is a freelance writer, musician and music education consultant. After starting her career as a music teacher in
secondary schools, she became a lecturer in music education at the University of Southampton and the Institute of Education, University of London. Her
PhD thesis focused on how GCSE students learn to compose, and how best to teach them.
The authors have presented and interpreted Johannes Kepler's Latin text to English readers by putting it into the kind of clear but earnest language they
suppose Kepler would have used if he had been writing today.
A Treatise on Harmony
Basic Music Theory
Subject catalog
Harmony in Context
A Theory of Harmony
This workbook will help students gain the necessary skills and confidence to write a successful composition at GCSE. A series of forms, styles and genres are covered,
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including music for special occasions, verse and chorus, ternary form, theme and variations, minimalism, rondo, musique concrete, film and programme music. There are
various exercises throughout, building in difficulty to help students gain the required level of knowledge to work towards their first composition. For downloadable resources
and sample pages, please scroll to the bottom of this page. "Very useful for teachers who perhaps aren’t so comfortable with teaching composition, and would appreciate a
structured course to follow." Russ Millard Head of Academic Music, Charterhouse
The first comprehensive study of the late music of one of the most influential composers of the last half century, this book places Elliott Carter's music from 1995 to 2012 in
the broader context of post-war contemporary concert music, including his own earlier work. It addresses Carter's reception history, his aesthetics, and his harmonic and
rhythmic practice, and includes detailed essays on all of Carter's major works after 1995. Special emphasis is placed on Carter's settings of contemporary modernist poetry
from John Ashbery to Louis Zukofsky. In readable and engaging prose, Elliott Carter's Late Music illuminates a body of late work that stands at the forefront of the
composer's achievements.
Conceptually sophisticated and exceptionally musical, Harmonic Practice in Tonal Music provides a thorough treatment of harmony and voice-leading principles in tonal
music.
British Music Education Yearbook
AS Music Literacy Workbook
Measured Tones
Edexcel AS and A Level Music Study Guide
How to Read, Write, and Understand Written Music
Clear, comprehensive and with a CD that complements the text, this book focuses on the music of the Baroque period. It will assist
AS/A2 music students, degree students, and also amateur performers and their teachers.
This book develops fresh ideas on harmony through analyzing the music of one of Western music's true innovators, Franz Schubert.
Listening Tests for Students, Edexcel A2 Music Specification (Book 2)
A Level Music Harmony Workbook 1
Edexcel A2 Music Study Guide
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Music and the Music Trades
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